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Abstract 
This paper attempts a rational, step-by-step reconstruction of many aspects of the mam-
malian neural circuitry known to be involved in the spinal cord's regulation of opposing mus-
cles acting on skeletal segments. Mathematical analyses and local circuit simulations based 
on neural membrane equations are used to clarify the behavioral function of five fundamen-
tal cell types, their complex connectivities, and their physiological actions. These cell types 
are: a-M N s, 1-M N s, I a! N s, fbi N s, and Renshaw cells. It is shown that many of the 
complexities of spinal circuitry are necessary to ensure near invariant realization of motor 
intentions when descending signals of two basic types independently vary over large ranges 
of magnitude and rate of change. Because these two types of signal afford independent con-
trol, or Factorization, of muscle LEngth and muscle TEnsion, our construction was named 
the FLETE model (Bullock and Grossberg, 1988b, 1989). The present paper significantly 
extends the range ot experimental data encompassed by this evolving model. 
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I. Intrinsic threats to invariant realization of movement plans. 
When motor variability measured with respect to some criterion of accuracy is of sig-
nificant magnitude, and cannot be attributed to across-trial variability in the performer's 
representation of the criterion, then it indicates an inability of the movement control system 
to perfectly realize a movement plan. Most physically realizable plans that go seriously awry 
do so because the environment changes unpredictably across and within occasions of ac-
tion. Correspondingly, much of what we call skill is constituted by outright avoidance of, or 
anticipatory compensations for, environmental contingencies that would otherwise prevent 
accurate realization of plans. 
When we speak of environmental contingencies in discussions of motor variability, we usu-
ally think of inertial loads, gravity fields, support surface properties, and the like. However, 
as Fitts (1954) realized when he discussed variability in terms of limitations on information 
transmission within the motor control system, all within-organism processes interposed be-
tween internal representation of the criterion of accuracy and the measured effector are in a 
sense part of the "environment" that affects realization of the plan. 
If so, part of any comprehensive theory of motor variability will be a specification of what 
may go awry along the series of neural, neuro-muscular, and musculo-skeletal transductions 
interposed between movement plan specification and movement realization. Such a theory 
should ultimately encompass a full array of sources of "normal" variability as well as the 
kind of variability exhibited in motor system diseases such as Parkinson's syndrome. In this 
chapter, we summarize recent work on a mathematical model of neural networks we believe 
to be involved in animal movement planning and realization. Our general thesis is that 
much of the structure of the neural networks used to realize movement plans can only be 
understood as adaptations that compensate for intrinsic sources of motor variability. 
2. Competencies of the skeleto-motor control system. 
To begin, it is necessary to clarify the range of motor control tasks the biological system 
needs to perform. We then show how to build the system's competence incrementally from 
biological materials. The tasks we address can be clarified by a series of questions: How 
can a limb be rotated to and stabilized at a desired angle? How can joint stiffness be varied 
independently of joint angle? How can the speed of movement from an initial to a desired 
final angle be controlled under conditions of low joint stiffness? Simultaneous achievement 
of these abilities requires a rather complex neuromuscular system, with several identifiable 
subsystems. However, all these tasks require that each muscle be able to generate a wide 
range of tensions at any of the lengths it may assume as the limb (into which it inserts) 
rotates. More stringently, all these tasks require Factorization, or independent control, of 
muscle LEngth and muscle TEnsion. This overarching theme led us to choose "FLETE" as 
an acronym for our original mathematical model of the neuromuscular system (Bullock & 
Grossberg, 1988b; 1989). An enhanced version of the FLETE model, shown in Figure 10, is 
assembled in steps in the next several sections. 
3. How a limb can be rotated to, and stabilized at, a desired joint angle. 
Figure 1 schematizes a system in which two opposing muscles insert into a distal limb 
segment connected by a rotary or hinge joint to a more proximal limb segment, in a manner 
reminiscent of the human forearm's connection to the upper arm. Suppose such a forearm 
segment is initially at rest and that F1 = F2 where the F;, i = 1, 2 denote the pulling 
forces exerted by the opponent muscles. Then the limb can be set in motion by making the 
forces F1 and F2 unequal. The limb can be halted and stabilized at. a new joint angle if the 
forces re-equilibrate as it approaches that angle and if the system is capable of automatically 
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Figure 1. Opponent alpha motoneuron pools provide neural control over muscle contractile states and 
thereby the balance of forces acting across the joint. A motor intention can take the form of a pattern of 
descending signals (A 1 , A2) to the a-M N pools. 
generating whatever new muscle force imbalance may be needed to return it to the desired 
angle after any deviation, e.g. after the rotating limb initially overshoots the desired angle. 
As many observers have noted (Cooke, 1980; Feldman, 1986; Polit & Bizzi, 1979), muscle 
itself seems to have evolved to help provide this basic functionality. Essentially, muscle is 
springy tissue with a neurally controllable contractile component, which gives it a neurally 
modifiable threshold length for force development (Rack & Westbury, 1969). To highlight 
this essence, at risk of oversimplification, we can assume that the force F; developed by a 
muscle is a threshold-linear function of its length L;, its fixed resting length f;, its stiffness, 
k, and its neurally modifiable contractile state, C;: 
F; = k[L;- (f;- C;)]+ (1) 
where notation [w;]+ means max (O,w;). So if w; = L;- (f;- C;) > O,F; = k ·w;; if w; :<; 
O,F; = k·O = 0. 
Equation (1) shows that a muscle is spring-like in that it develops a force only when 
stretched to a length L; greater than the effective threshold length, f;- C;. However, it also 
shows that muscle is more versatile than an ordinary spring because this threshold can be 
neurally adjusted by varying the muscle's state of contraction, C;. 
To see the implications for movement production and postural stabilization, suppose 
that at time t = 0, the limb is at rest and not subject to any non-muscular forces. Then 
F1(0) = F2(0), so by equation (1) 
(2) 
or equivalently 
(3) 
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Now suppose that a neural process increments C1 from C1(0) to C1(0)+6C and decrements 
C2 from C2 (0) to C2(0)- !>C. These changes create the inequality 
(4) 
which by equation (1) implies that F1 > Fz. This force imbalance will set the limb in motion. 
Because the force imbalance favors muscle 1 and because the lengths L1 and L2 of the two 
muscles are rigidly linked by their common insertion, the resultant rotation will shorten 
muscle 1 and lengthen muscle 2 by the same amount, L>L. 
When L>L becomes equal to L>C, 
Thus the rotation itself annihilates the force imbalance, and a force balance reappears. 
Moreover, it is easy to see that if the inertia of the limb causes the rotation to continue further, 
then muscle 1 shortens to L1 < L1 (0) - L>L and muscle 2 lengthens to L2 > L2(0) + L>L, 
for L>L =!>C. Thus Fz > F1, and the limb will slow, then stop, and ultimately reverse the 
overshoot. Assuming some damping, the limb settles down at the joint angle corresponding 
to the set of muscle lengths (L1 (0)- L>L, Lz(O) + L.L ). Generally, for fixed f; and k, a full 
range of stable points (L 1,L2 ) between (Ljax,Lznin) and (Ljin,Lr;;:ax) can be created by 
changing the sign and magnitude of the difference between C1 and C2 . 
To gain control over contractile states C1 and C2, there must exist (see Figure 1) opposing 
alpha-motoneuron pools a-M N1 and cx-MNz whose axons project to, and allow differential 
activation of, the opposing muscles. Let the activation levels of the opposing motoneuron 
pools be designated by M1 and Mz. Then, as shown in Figure 1, a motor intention- a neural 
state corresponding to specification of a desired joint angle- can take the form of a pattern 
of signals ( A1, A2) suitable for inducing a differential pattern of activation ( M 1 , M 2 ) across 
the motoneuron pools, which in turn creates a pattern ( C1 , C2 ) of contractile states, thereby 
creating a new stable point (L1 , L2 ) for the limb. So if nothing goes wrong along the way, 
motor intention (A 1,Az) will invariably lead to desired joint angle B(L1,L2 ). But we now 
show that many things can go wrong along the way, and all the circuitry that distinguishes 
Figure 10 from Figure 1 will be motivated by the animal's need to reduce errors of motor 
realization to a minimum. 
4. How can joint stiffness be varied independently of joint angle? 
Historically, analyses of what can go wrong in motor realization have focused on how 
non-muscular forces imposed by the external world can complicate the story we were able 
to keep simple by assuming that only muscular forces were acting on the limb. We now 
supplement such analyses by turning our attention inward, to neural, neuro-muscular, and 
musculo-skeletal sources of error variance. 
Suppose that we want to improve upon the Figure 1 system by adding the ability to 
stiffen a joint in varying degrees while holding joint angle constant. Such joint stiffening is 
known (e.g. Humphrey & Reed, 1983) to involve simultaneous increments to the contractile 
states of the joint's opponent muscles, which results in co-contraction. 
The simplest way for the higher nervous system to effect a co-contraction is to add a 
signal, whose magnitude we will denote by P, to both components of the signal pattern 
(A 1,Az). Then the net input to the opponent n-MN, would be (A1 + P,Az + P). This 
modification is shown in Figure 2. If variations in P always have the same effect on muscle 
force production in both opponent channels, then a limb initially at equilibrium at a desired 
angle B will remain there as P varies: Though F1 and F2 will both increase or decrease, 
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Figure 2. Joint stiffness can be controlled by adding descending signal P to both signals A1 and A,. The 
signal P is capable of producing high levels of co-contraction of the opponent muscles. 
their difference will remain unchanged. Such an invariant relationship between (A1, A2) and 
B under variations of co-contraction signal P can be summarized by 
B(A1, A2) = B(A1 + P, A2 + P). (6) 
Threats to this desirable invariance property can arise in each channel at both transduc-
tion steps interposed between the convergence of signal A; with signal P and the generation 
of muscular force Fi. First consider whether the pattern of cx-M N activities (M1, M2l re-
mains sensitive to the difference (A1- Az) as P increases. Maintaining such sensitivity is 
a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for invariance property (6). In fact, it is easy to 
show that without compensatory neuronal circuitry the opponent cx-M N pattern (M1, Mz) 
becomes insensitive to A1 - Az as P increases. 
To demonstrate this, we need to write a differential equation to describe fluctuations of 
motoneuron activation M; through time. The simplest biologically plausible form is: 
d dtM; =-oM;+ (B- M;)(A; + P) (7) 
If (A;+ P)=O, i.e., if there is no input, this equation reduces to 
d dtM; =-oM; (8) 
which for o > 0 implies that activities M; spontaneously decay toward zero. For a constant 
positive input A;+ P, M; will approach an equilibrium value found by setting ftM; = 0 in 
equation (7) and solving for M;, which yields: 
A+P 
M; = B A; ~ p + 6. 
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(9) 
When A;+ P >> 8;, we have 
M;"' B. (10) 
This result means that when the total excitatory input A;+ P to an a-M N grows large 
enough, both opponent a-MN activities M1 and Mz will approximate the same maximal 
activity level B even if A1 i= A2• Thus in the network of Figure 2, invariance (6) cannot 
be preserved because any difference M1 - Mz corresponding to the difference A1 - Az is 
progressively eroded as increments in signal P make both the A; + P progressively larger. 
This loss of sensitivity to input differences near the upper bound of neuronal activ-
ity is often called saturation in the literature on neural networks (e.g. Grossberg, 1973). 
Grossberg noted decades ago that saturative loss of sensitivity to differences existing across 
pattern processing channels can be prevented by allowing the channels to interact laterally 
via inhibitory signals. These inhibitory signals ensure that M; remains less than B, as can 
be seen by examining the equilibrium states implied by a differential equation for the motor 
pool activation M; when that pool is subject to an inhibitory input !1 in addition to the 
excitatory input A;+ P. One model for how inhibition acts is captured by 
d dtM; = -8M; + (B- M;) (A;+ P)- M;Ii (11) 
where i,j = {1, 2}. Here the new term, -M;Ii, says that the effect of the inhibitory input 
on M; is proportional to M; (a situation that arises naturally when inhibitory signals act 
by changing membrane conductance; cf. Hodgkin &Huxley, 1952; Grossberg, 1973; 1982). 
When ;AM; = 0 in equation ( ll), we find 
(12) 
Now, even if A;+ P > > 8, M; remains less than B as long as I1 is an increasing function 
of P. 
Figure 3 illustrates three designs by which lateral inhibitory interactions might be added. 
In 3A, an inhibitory copy of the excitatory descending signal A;+ Pis sent to the opponent 
a-M N pool. Unfortunately, in this design the inhibitory inputs to the a-M N s would grow 
as fast with increasing P as the excitatory inputs. As a result, the equilibrium pattern of M; 
values (M1,M2) would tend to add to a constant, with MJ!M2 linearly related to the ratio (A1 +P)j(A2 + P), as in Grossberg (1973). This design would prevent loss of sensitivity due 
to saturation, but would not allow independent control of M1 + Mz vs. M1 - Mz, as shown 
in Figure 4A and 4D, respectively. 
In Figure 3B, inhibitory interneurons are introduced to mediate the between-channel 
interactions. If these interneurons obey an equation like 
d d/i = -81; + (B- I;)( A;+ P) (13) 
then their activity grows as a slower-than-linear function of A;+ P. As a result, inhibitory 
inputs to a-M N s do not grow as quickly with increasing P as do excitatory inputs to a-
M N s, and the sum M1 + M2 remains sensitive to P while M1 - Mz remains sensitive to 
A1 - A2, as shown in Figure 4B and 4E, respectively. 
Figure 3C shows an even better design, in which each inhibitory interneuron pool inhibits 
the other as well as the opponent a-M N pool. This mutual-inhibitory design prevents the 
possibility that very large values of P will lead to saturation of the interneurons themselves, 
which if allowed would reintroduce the problem of M1- M2 insensitivity to A1- Az due to 
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Figure 3. Three designs for alleviating saturative loss of sensitivity by a-M N pools to the difference A 1 - A2 
when signal P becomes large. Current experimental evidence accords with the design in panel C; the added 
model interneurons have the same connectivity as I a interneurons known to exist in vivo. 
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Figure 4. A, B, C: Total motoneuron activity M1 + M2 as a function of positioning command A1- A2 and 
stiffness command P for the designs shown in Figure 3A, 3B, 3C, respectively. D, E, F: The difference in 
motoneuron activities M1- M2 as a function of positioning command A1 - A2 and stiffness command P for 
the networks shown in Figure 3A, 3B, 3C, respectively. 
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a-M N saturation. Consistent with these expectations, Figure 4C and 4F show that relative 
to network 3B, network 3C exhibits a 25% greater dynamic range in the response of M 1 + M 2 
to variation in P and a 50% greater dynamic range in the response of M1- Mz to A1- Az. 
In vivo, inhibitory interneurons called I a! N s are known to exist with the signed con-
nectivity, vis-a-vis a-M N s and each other, shown in Figure 3C. This close correspondence 
motivates the label given these model interneurons in Figure 3C. The need for a pathway 
to mediate reciprocal inhibition between opponent muscle channels was demonstrated by 
Sherrington in his experiments on the stretch reflex. The I a! N s of Figure 3C are known 
also to receive feedback from stretch receptors and from Renshaw cells (both of which are 
introduced into the model in later sections). Our remarks on the computational necessity 
for I ai N s are compatible with but also extend prior proposals regarding their function. 
In particular, we agree that for rapid movements to be energetically efficient, it is impor-
tant to prevent an antagonist muscle from retarding the action of an agonist muscle. This 
would be difficult if the only process for lowering a-M N activation levels were the passive 
decay process of equation (8), especially if, as appears to be true in vivo, 8 is in the range 
0 < 8 < < 1 (see Kiehn, 1991 ). Reciprocal inhibition via I ai N s allows rapid decrementing 
of activity in antagonist alpha-motoneuronal pools. Both the rapid antagonist resetting and 
the saturation-prevention functions of I a! N s are implicit in equation (11 ). 
We next need to ask whether the pattern (M1,M2) induced by motor intention (A 1 + 
P, Az + P) is faithfully registered in the pattern ( C1 , C2) of contractile states induced by 
activities M1,Mz. To see why it would not be, in the absence of further structure, consider 
first a simple differential equation describing changes in contractile state through time: 
(14) 
'I'his says that a sufficiently large neural input M; can push contractile state C; up to the 
limit B; and that contractile state relaxes at rate 8. In vivo, B; corresponds to the maximal 
number of muscle fibers that can be simultaneously activated. 
The presence of an upper bound B; means that the ability of the C; to remain sensitive 
to differences across the M; can saturate if the range of M; is too large relative to B;. This 
problem can be avoided, given the neural provisions that avoid M; saturation in Figure 
:lC, if 13; is itself a function of M;. In fact, this is assured in vivo by a motor unit design 
principle together with a progressive recruitment rule. Motor units are composed of distinct 
alpha. motoneurons that project to distinct sets of contractile fibers. Moreover, within the 
motoneuron pools, there exist distributions of activation thresholds such that larger net 
excitatory inputs to the pool recruit larger numbers of motor units. Because smaller a-
M N s are recruited earlier and larger later, this rule has been called the size principle of 
motoneuron recruitment (Henneman, 1957; 1985). Figure 5 schematizes the addition of 
a size principle to our model by showing a stacked series of a-M N cells with increasing 
diameter. 
Another aspect of the size principle becomes comprehensible if we revise equation (14) to 
better describe the real-time behavior of muscle whose shortening is being opposed. When 
muscle is stretched by a. contraction-opposing force, it exhibits an erosion of its contractile 
state and a consequent reduction of produced force called "yielding" (e.g. Nichols, 1984). 
'I'o accommodate this effect we modify (14) to: 
(15) 
where Fe is an external force that erodes contractile state C; if it exceeds a threshold force 
fp. Now observe that under conditions of co-contraction, Fe can be a large force produced 
by the antagonist muscle! 
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Figure 5. Alpha-motoneurons have different sizes which correspond to different thresholds for recruitment. 
Given (15), we can find the equilibrium contractile state associated with a given value 
of M; under conditions that cause yielding. Setting ftC; = 0 and solving for C1 we have: 
(16) 
A consideration of the negative term in the numerator of this expression shows that the 
erosive effect of the opposing force is smaller for larger values of {31• Because parameter {3; 
in equations (15) and (16) corresponds to the rate at which fiber twitches change contractile 
state, (16) helps us understand why twitch contraction rate is another facet of the size 
principle of motor unit recruitment: Unless {31 also covaries with M; and B;, yielding would 
often cause a premature saturation in the development of contractile state, and thereby in 
force production. With the covariation, an appropriately innervated muscle is able to develop 
and maintain a very wide range of force-production levels at any fixed muscle length, even 
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Figure 6. A, B: When opponent motoneuron populations obey the size principle, a co-contractive signal P 
sent to both can disrupt the joint position code: (A) Signals A, and A2 activate only small motoneurons, 
and thereby determine a balance of muscular forces and a corresponding equilibrium joint position. (B) 
With A1 > A2> co-contractive signal P is subjected to greater amplification in channel 1 than in channel 2. 
Unless compensated, this would cause an undesired joint rotation. 
in the presence of a highly activated antagonist muscle or a contraction-opposing external 
force. 
Earlier we noted that reciprocal inhibition via I a] N s ensured rapid decrementing of 
activity in antagonist a-M N pools. Though this helps prevent an antagonist muscle force 
from retarding the action of an agonist muscle, it would be insufficient if high antagonist 
contractile states had long relaxation times, corresponding to a small passive decay term 15 
in equation (15). The passive decay rate is critical because there is no process (other than 
agonist-induced antagonist yielding!) for actively supressing antagonist muscle force. How-
ever, it can be seen in equation (15) that (3; multiplies both the contraction and relaxation 
rates. Therefore, the covariation of M;, B;, and (3; also assures that higher antagonist con-
tractile states decay more quickly than smaller contractile states when antagonist a-M N s 
are inhibited. I a] N reciprocal inhibition and the parametric covariation that constitutes 
the size principle therefore work together to enable rapid movement reversals that can be 
energetically efficient because of minimal opposition by lingering antagonist forces. 
5. Independence lost - and regained. 
Unfortunately, introduction of the size principle by itself causes a loss of independent 
control of joint angle by (A1,A2) and of joint stiffness by signal P. Figure 6 illustrates the 
problem. In the scenario of panel 6A, we show that signals A1 and Az have been set to values 
sufficient to activate only small a-M N s, and we suppose that the limb has rotated to that 
angle Bat which the force imbalance created by the difference A1 - A2 would be annihilated 
by the length changes in L1 and L 2 associated with the rotation as in equation (5). Now 
suppose that the animal anticipates a need to hold the assumed posture more rigidly, and 
that it attempts to do so by stepping up co-contractive signal P, as shown in panel 6B. 
Under all initial choices of A1, A2 other than A1 = Az, signal P will cause deeper re-
cruitment in one muscle channel than the other. Because of the size principle, part of the 
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Figure 7. A, B: Total motoneuron activity M1 + M2 and the difference between motoneuron activities 
M1 - M, as a function of A, - A, and P for the network in Figure 5. C, D: The same variables for the 
network in Figure 8. 
signal P is subjected to greater amplification in that channel where recruitment is deeper, 
and a resultant force imbalance develops in that channel's favor. In consequence, the animal 
who had hoped to further stabilize its limb at its initial posture by stiffening the joint would 
instead experience a large, unwanted, limb rotation! 
Figure 7 A and 7B show illustrative plots of M1 - M 2 and M1 + M 2 as functions of A 1 - A2 
for a wide range of choices of co-contraction signal P. Figure 7 A illustrates the desirable 
property that M1 + M2 increases with P for any fixed value of A1 - A2. However, Figure 7B 
shows that the function relating M1 - M2 to A 1 - A2 is far from invariant across different 
choices of P: the unequal amplification wrought by the size principle makes the slope of this 
function five times as sensitive to variation in P as the analogous function in Figures 4E and 
4F. 
Such an unequal amplification could be neurally compensated if it could be measured. 
Because the a-M N s, which are directly linked to muscle, are usually looked upon as the 
last stage of the nervous system, it might be supposed that the unequal amplification could 
only be measured by its effect on muscle, e.g. by way of stretch receptors embedded in 
the opponent muscles. However, because muscle contraction is slow relative to the unequal 
neural amplification, a significant rotation error could develop before it could be halted by 
feedback from stretch receptors. 
In fact, the a-M N s project both directly to muscle and directly to a class of cells called 
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Renshaw cells whose function has not been well understood (Shepherd, 1990). In Bullock 
and Grossberg (1988b;1989), we proposed that these Renshaw cells were perfectly situated 
to measure and compensate for unequal amplifications of a co-contractive signal P sent to 
both opponent muscle channels. As shown in Figure 8, each muscle control channel has its 
own Renshaw cell pool, which receives excitatory inputs from its channel's a-MN pool. The 
Renshaw pool in turn sends inhibitory signals to its own channel's a-M Nand I al N pools, 
as well as to the opponent channel's Renshaw pool. 
Consider the consequences of this signed connectivity under the conditions depicted in 
Figure 6B. When P causes deeper recruitment in a-M N pool 1, the Renshaw population in 
channel1 becomes much more active than in channel 2. This causes a-M N1 to be subjected 
to significantly greater Renshaw inhibition than a-M N2 , thus partially correcting channel 
1 's expected force advantage. Simultaneously, a-M Nz is disinhibited by two pathways: 
R1 ~Rz ~a-MNz 
and 
R1 ~ lalN1 ~ a-MNz. 
This further compensates for channel1 's expected force advantage by increasing the force de-
veloped by channel 2. Simulations reported by Bullock and Grossberg (1988b; 1989) showed 
that Renshaw-mediated compensation could virtually eliminate undesired joint rotations as-
sociated with variations in P for any given choice of (A1,A2). In our theory, then, Renshaw 
cells play a key role in ensuring the invariance principle formalized by equation (6). The dra-
matic difference made by adding Renshaw cells can be seen by comparing the non-invariant 
operating characteristic shown in Figure 7B with the near-invariant operating characteristic 
of Figure 7D, which summarizes the results of simulations of the Rensha.w-a.ugmented neural 
network schema.tized in Figure 8. Figure 7C shows that the near-invariant relation between 
A1 -A2 and M 1-M2 under changes of P shown in 7D coexists with a. near-linear relationship 
between P and M1 + M2, as required by equation (6). A closely related thesis regarding 
linearization has been independently advanced by Aka.zawa and Ka.to (1990), who however 
restricted their discussion to a-M N s and Renshaws in one channel. 
Because of the historical status of stretch receptors as pre-eminent sources of error com-
pensation, it is worth noting that the Renshaw cells, unlike stretch receptors, respond at 
neural rates with miniscule lags as the net signa1 to muscle evolves, without having to wait 
for error to appear after a lag introduced by the relative sluggishness of muscle, and without 
having to send news of the error back over a long cable. Thus, unlike stretch receptors, the 
Renshaws can correct for size-principle-based distortions before they can cause significant 
joint rotations. They act pre-emptively, whereas a stretch reflex - properly speaking --
always compensates reactively. This is why we believe it is a very serious mistake, both 
as a matter of linguistic usage and as a matter of conceptualization, to attempt, as some 
have clone, to subsume virtually the entire motor apparatus under the rubric of the "stretch 
reflex." 
6. Fatigue and bias compensation by a force feedback pathway. 
Another threat to invariant realization of motor intentions arises from muscle fatigue. 
While less catastrophic than muscle yielding, fatigue similarly involves a reduction in the 
capacity of muscle to produce force. Also as in yielding, fatigue typically affects the opponent 
system asymmetrically: that muscle working against the greater load fatigues more, which 
without neural compensation creates an unplanned imbalance that disrupts accurate limb 
positioning. 
In vivo, it has been shown experimentally that a force feedback exists and that it has 
properties appropriate for fatigue compensation (Kirsch & Rymer, 1987). The pathway 
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Renshaw 
cells 
Figure 8. Renshaw cells "tap the cables" running from 01-M N pools to muscles. Their negative feedback to 
01-M N s can compensate for distortion introduced by the size principle. 
carrying the force feedback emerges from the Golgi tendon organs embedded in the border 
zone between the contractile and tendonous regions of muscle tissue. As shown in Figure 
9, these organs return fibers that excite Ib interneurons (hereafter Ibl N s) in the associated 
muscle control channel. fbi N sin turn inhibit both a-M N sin their own channel and fbi N s 
in the opposing channel. This signed connectivity is reminiscent of that of Renshaw cells, but 
is used to funnel measurements taken one stage further downstream in the outflow channel. 
Whereas Renshaw cells respond to expected force because they tap the lines from a-
M N s to the force generators, fbi N s respond to actual force. Otherwise the similarity 
in their connectivity to that of Renshaws suggests that in addition to providing fatigue 
compensation fbi N s may be able to assist the Renshaws by compensating for correlates 
of the size principle that reveal themselves only after the neuro-muscular transduction. In 
fact, our simulations have shown that when there is residual positioning variability due to 
changes in P after the Renshaw subsystem is added to the model, action of the Golgi-Ibl N 
system tends to recenter the range of variation at the angle the limb assumes when P = 0. 
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~'igure 9. The force feedback from Golgi tendon organs can compensate for muscle fatigue as well as correlates 
of the size principle that reveal themselves only after the neuro-muscular transduction. 
In short, the Golgi-Ibl N system helps reduce bias or constant error even when fatigue is not 
a significant factor. In keeping with our theme that the important properties of this system 
are not reduceable to mere corollaries of a stretch reflex, we note that force shifts occur prior 
to rotations and length changes during voluntary limb repositioning, so the Golgi-Ibl N 
feedback begins early enough to provide some pre-emptive reduction of positioning errors. 
7. Regulatin~ force imbalances without suppressing co-contraction: one role for 
mutual inhibition among inhibitory interneurons. 
We have argued that a key design feature of the biological system schematized by the 
FLETE model is assurance of independent control of a large force range at any desired muscle 
length. A key design constraint here is that the development of force imbalances F1 - F2 
be regulated in a way that does not interfere with control of the overall force level F1 + F2. 
In this regard, note that all the inhibitory interneurons that project to a-M N s - I a! N s, 
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Renshaw cells, and fbi N s - are themselves subjected to inhibition from the corresponding 
cellular pool in the opponent muscle control channel. This mutual inhibition tends to reduce 
the inhibitory suppression of a.-M N activity toward the minimum suppression needed to 
restore a balance of forces at the desired joint angle. 1 
For example, consider the case of Renshaw pool R1 under the circumstances of Figure 
6B. Rather than inhibitorily feeding back - and thereby cancelling the effect of! - the 
total increment in a.-M N1 activity induced by change in P, the effective R1 inhibitory 
feedback signal corresponds more closely to only that part of the a.-M N1 activity increment 
not mirrored in the a.-M N2 (opponent channel's) activity increment due to change in P. 
Numerical simulations confirm that a.-M N activity rises more quickly as a function of signal 
P with mutual Renshaw inhibition than without. 
8. Compensation for variations in mechanical advantage and aggregate adaptive 
compensation for residual errors of positioning. 
It might be thought that the force transduction monitored by the Golgi tendon organs 
was the last step at which intrinsic sources of variability threaten plan realization. However, 
this is not true even for the idealized single-joint rotations we have been discussing. In 
particular, we now need to acknowledge that the actual rotary force, or torque, exerted by 
a muscle depends on both its force Fi and its mechanical advantage. Whenever a muscle 
is inserted as shown in Figure 1, the mechanical advantage of the force exerted by the 
muscle varies with joint angle. This would not pose a threat to invariant realization of 
motor intentions if changes in mechanical advantage were the same for both muscles in 
an opponent system. However, the effect is often asymmetrical, with one muscle gaining 
advantage relative to its opponent during a rotation (e.g. Hasan & Enoka, 1985). 
Muscle torques are related to muscle forces by equation 
Ti = FiDi (16) 
where Di is the perpendicular distance between the axis of joint rotation and the line of 
force of muscle i. The distance Di is a function of joint angle, which changes rapidly during 
movement, and of muscle insertion geometry, which can change slowly during skeletal growth. 
To compensate for the untoward effects of asymmetric variations in mechanical advantage, 
we might expect the nervous system to have followed the same strategy illustrated so many 
times above. To implement this strategy, the nervous system would measure either the 
variation-causing factor or a close correlate of it, then use its measurements as the basis 
for a compensatory flow of signals capable of appropriately adjusting the balance across the 
a.-M N pools. As far as we know, no mechanism exists for direct measurement of Di, so we 
must consider correlates. For example, as already noted, Di is a function of joint angle 0. So 
1 McCrea(1990) reports that mutual inhibition has been clearly demonstrated for fbi N s 
(e.g. Brink, Jankowska, McCrea & Skoog 1983), but it is rarely mentioned in textbook 
discussions. Schwindt (1981) noted that the inverse myotatic response of Lloyd, in which 
agonist fbi N stimulation causes antagonist muscle activation, has both di- and tri-synaptic 
facilitatory components. One of these components is likely to be due to disinhibition of the 
antagonist, mediated by agonist fbi N inhibition of antagonist fbi N. The other facilitatory 
component is usually represented as resulting from an excitatory link from agonist Ib fiber 
to antagonist a.-M N, usually mediated by an excitatory interneuron. In the present context, 
we note that both pathways from agonist Ib fiber activation to antagonist activation work 
to oppose undesirable force imbalances without suppressing desired co-contractions. 
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feedback from joint receptors sensitive to B could in principle provide some compensation. 2 
Ultimately, however, a high performance motor-control system cannot afford to rely 
solely on the kind of automatic compensatory systems so far described. Such systems can 
greatly reduce error due to evolutionarily stable neuromuscular sources of variablility, but 
many sources of variability are not of this type, such as the musculo-skeletal function D;(B), 
which depends on happenstances of skeletal growth. Also, accidents or errors of neural 
growth and development can create compensatory subsystems that are not optimally tuned. 
Thus residual error is unavoidable. To achieve truly high performance, the movement con-
trol system should measure actual limb position errors and use feedback regarding residual 
positioning error to adaptively retune signal flows within the neural network. 
We believe (see also Kuffier & Hunt, 1952; Matthews, 1981) that the parallel neuro-
musculo-sensory system comprising gamma-motoneurons, intrafusal muscles or "spindles", 
and spindle receptors, which has long been studied as a substrate for the stretch reflex, is 
pre-eminently nature's solution to the need to measure residual positioning errors. Figure 10 
shows our composite FLETE model network with this parallel system added. Note that the 
net descending signal A;+ Pis now also delivered to the gamma-MN pool (hereafter 1-M N) 
in channel i. This 1-M N pool in turn activates intrafusal muscles situated in parallel with 
main (or to use the contrasting term, "extrafusal") muscle. This parallelism can be exploited 
to measure positioning errors if unlike main muscle (whose contractile state changes partly 
depend on contraction-opposing loads), intrafusal muscle contractile state changes depend 
wholly on their level of innervation from 1-M N s. Then whenever their contractile state 
changes are not precisely cancelled by concurrent whole-muscle length changes, there will be 
a deviation from the baseline tension level exerted on the spindle's receptor elements, and 
fluctuations around the baseline firing rates of these receptors can serve as a measure of the 
direction and magnitude of positioning errors. 
The existence of a baseline spindle tension and an accompanying baseline spindle receptor 
activation indicates that the spindle feedback signals emerging from both opponent muscles 
may be large, and this raises the spector of saturative loss of sensitivity to the difference 
between the opposing channels' spindle feedbacks at whatever stages receive these signals. 
Because the sign and magnitude of this difference is critical for the process of compensating 
residual positioning errors, we can expect the same sort of neural provisions for processing 
spindle feedback signals as described in section 4 (to ensure sensitivity to the difference 
A 1 - Az.) We now note that at the spinal stage receiving these signals, as shown in Figure 10, 
these provisions are identical: the ascending spindle feedbacks, E;, like the descending signals 
A;+ P, project both directly to same channel a-MNs and indirectly to opponent channel 
a-M N s via the I al N s (Baldissera, Cavallari, Fournier, Pierrot-Deseilligny & Shin do, 1987). 
In light of our prior analysis (Section 4), it is easy to see that this routing guarantees that 
M1 -Mz will remain sensitive to the difference between spindle feedback signals E1 -E2 even 
if both the E; are very large. 
The spina-muscular circuitry just described is that which mediates the classical stretch 
reflex. But we emphasize that within our theory the immediate, partial, reactive compensa-
2 Indeed, it is known that activation of joint receptors by full extension excites extensors 
while inhibiting flexors. In a recent review, Tracey (1985) remarked that "it is difficult to 
know how this pattern, a kind of positive feedback, might function in the reflex control 
of muscle (p. 179)". However, the fact that joint receptors become active only as joint 
angles become more extreme, and that their action is to excite motoneurons, is perfectly 
comprehensible if seen as a compensation for the often severe loss of mechanical advantage 
experienced near the ends of a joint's range of motion. In such a context, what initially 
appears to be a positive feedback would in fact be a partial compensation for an undesired, 
but physically unavoidable, negative feedback: the rapid erosion of mechanical advantage as 
the limb nears the end of its range of operation. 
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Figure 10. A parallel neuro-muscular system comprising 1-M N s, intrafusal muscles, and spindle receptors 
allows measurement of residual positioning errors. Spindle feedback signals act locally via the stretch reflex, 
but also project to the higher brain, where they may guide recalibration of descending commands. 
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tion for positioning errors provided by the reflex is not the sole motivation for the parallel 
muscle system. Following earlier demonstrations by Grossberg and Kuperstein (1986; 1989), 
and Kawato, Furukawa, and Suzuki (1987), in Bullock and Grossberg (1990;1991) we sum-
marized how a central adaptive process sensitive to spindle feedback signals could learn an 
intended-angle-dependent, pre-emptive, compensation for angle-dependent variations in me-
chanical advantage. This construction illustrated that stretch feedback can be fully motivated 
within an adaptive sensory-motor control system without reference to a stretch reflex. This 
is quite important from the perspective of biological theory because it helps us comprehend 
sensory-motor systems like that governing the eyes- where stretch receptors have evolved in 
the absence of any stretch reflex pathways. The construction also further supports our gen-
eral thesis that the motor control system cannot be fruitfully analyzed as an epicycle of the 
stretch reflex: even stretch receptors must not be thought of reductively, as mere servants of 
a reactive compensatory process. We believe they also serve a pro-active, error-pre-empting, 
adaptive system which is essential for gradual acquisition of skill over repeated performance 
trials. 
9. Locus of signal convergence and Renshaw inhibition of 1-MNs. 
In the version of the FLETE model explored in Bullock and Grossberg (1990;1991), we 
assumed that signals A; and P converged at the a-M N stage, and that signal P was not 
sent to the 1-M N s or I a INs. Nevertheless, we discovered that pre-emptive moment-arm 
compensation required a central site, within each muscle control channel, for a convergence 
of A; and P. This total signal was then modified by the adaptive central process mentioned 
above before being relayed to a-M N s. The model presented in this paper illustrates that 
independent control of length and tension is also achievable if a-M N s, I a INs, and 1-M N s 
alike receive the total signal A;+ P whose central existence was implicated in our prior study. 
A second reason for convergence of these signals at I a INs was elaborated in section 4. 
A second reason for convergence of signals A; and P at 1-M N s may now be mentioned. To 
the extent that spindles respond to local contraction within the muscle body as well as to 
whole-muscle shortening, some spindles could be "unloaded" at high co-contraction levels 
in the absence of a whole-muscle length change. Such unloading can degrade the pooled 
length-error signal by reducing the sample size, or number of loaded spindle receptors, on 
which it is based. Partial unloading might also reduce the pooled signal's proportionality to 
stretch by causing spindle receptors to operate in a less-linear part of their range. Finally, 
partial unloading would also lead to loss of one tonic source of a-M N excitation, which 
would work against joint stiffening. All these potential problems are circumvented if signal 
P activates gamma-MNs as well as a-MNs. 
The proposal that 1-M N s receive A;+ P, rather than A; alone, helps rationalize a known 
component of spinal network connectivity not included in our earlier version of the model. 
This omission was the inhibitory feedback from Renshaw cells to 1-M N s in their channel 
(see Pompeiano, 1984). Without this feedback, 1-M N pools excited by A;+ Pare in danger 
of saturating when A; + P becomes large. Such saturation can be avoided if inhibition to 
1-M N s increases with P. This is guaranteed by an inhibitory feedback from Renshaws to 
1-M N s. However, as just noted, it is equally important that the strength of this Renshaw 
inhibition not so suppress 1-M N activity that spindle receptors become unloaded when co-
contraction is high. Measurements made in animals confirm that 1-M N s are not silenced 
by the Renshaw inhibition to which they are subjected (Pompeiano, 1984). 
10. Summary of equilibrium states of the FLETE model without stretch feedback 
and after simulated lesions of interneuronal pathways. 
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Figure 11. Equilibrium values of FLETE model state variables. Continues on next page. 
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Having built up the FLETE model piecewise in order to fully rationalize the known 
biological circuitry it formalizes, we now summarize its properties by plotting the equilib-
rium values reached by its state variables after the circuit is activated by a full range of 
combinations of the net positioning signal A1 - Az and the stiffening signal P. To high-
light components other than the stretch reflex, we let D; = 1 (i.e. we assume no model 
moment-arm variations) and we turn off all model spindle feedback signals. The resulting 
mathematical system is fully specified in Appendix A.3 
Figure llA shows that agonist muscle length is a linear function of A1 - A2 , with only a 
small residual band of variability due to variations in P. The width of this band would be 
reduced further with the stretch reflex reactivated. Figure llD shows that 1-M N activity is 
also linear in .41- Az, which helps provide a reliable basis for registration of length errors by 
muscle spindles. Figure 12E shows, as argued in Section 9, that this linearity would break 
down in the absence of inhibitory feedback from Renshaw cells to 1-M N s. 
Figures llB, llC, llE, and llF show that the linear function relating agonist muscle 
length and 1-M N activity to A1 - A2 can co-exist with highly non-linear relations between 
A1 - Az and joint angle, a-M N activity, Renshaw activity, and I a! N activity, respectively. 
Figures llG, llH, and lli illustrate the highly non-linear relations between agonist a-
M N activity and other key agonist channel variables. Figure llJ shows that the invariance 
property specified in equation (6) and demonstrated in llA and llB can co-exist with an 
abrupt change in the slope of the function relating muscle force to signal P (a change in 
this case introduced by the threshold r F in equation (15) under the assumption that the 
opponent muscle's force can indeed cause yielding). Figure 10J also shows the slower growth 
of force that occurs when there is no inhibition between Renshaw cells in opposing channels. 
Figure 12 illustrates the severe breakdown of independent control of muscle length in 
the absence of: (1) model force feedback such as arises in vivo from Golgi tendon organs 
(12A), (2) model Renshaw inhibition (12B) or, both (12D). Note that the Renshaw lesion 
produces the more severe degradation: there is greater dispersion at equal A1 - A2 settings, 
and a loss of sensitivity to A1 - A2 even at low P values. In particular, as shown in l2B, the joint goes to full flexion at an A1 - A2 value that otherwise codes a less extreme joint angle. 
This effect is reminiscent of the tetanus observed in vivo when Renshaw cells are poisoned 
with strychnine. 
Panel 12C illustrates that independent control of muscle length survives simultaneous 
removal of mutual inhibition between opponent Renshaw pools and between opponent I ai N 
pools. Note, though that these simulated lesions leave intact the opponent, disinhibitory, 
compensatory pathways 
R ~ I a! N ~ a-M N I I J 
where i,j = {1, 2}. 
Earlier we noted that the Renshaw cells, unl.ike a stretch reflex, can act pre-emptively 
to compensate for unequal amplifications of signal P by the size principle. Ideally, such 
pre-emptive action would preclude even transient deviations from the equilibrium state vari-
ables shown in llA and llB. Figure 13A shows three waveforms, P1(t), P2(t), and P3(t) 
corresponding to three different schedules for first increasing and then decreasing signal P. 
Figure 13B shows muscle length as a function of time, for three different initial muscle lengths 
(corresponding to three distinct constant settings of A1 - A2) during schedule P1 (t). Here 
we see that a slow change in co-activation produces negligible transient deviations from the 
equilibrium values. Figure l3C shows the response to higher rate, larger amplitude changes 
in coactivation (schedule P2(t) in 13A), and Figure 13D shows the response to square wave 
3 Note that in this version of the model, force feedback is linear and there is no fbi N 
equation as such, hence also no fbi N mutual inhibition. As noted in Section 7, adding such 
would improve force range. 
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Figure 14. Equilibrium states of the FLETE model with a quadratic length-force function. Continues on 
next page. 
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Figure 15. Illustration of stiffness control. Angular displacements caused by external torques are inverse 
functions of co-contraction signal P. For the simulation shown) the initial angle (zero point on plot) was 
20 degrees flexed, and the stretch reflex was activated with a low stretch-dependent feedback coefficient 
(Gp = 0.1) or gain, as exists in vivo. 
changes in signal P (schedule P3(t) in l3A). Remarkably, only small transient deviations 
from the equilibrium values given in Figure llA emerge under any of these regimes. 
11. Joint stiffness control and the length-force function for active muscle. 
Equation (1) represents the effect of activating a muscle as a pure shift in the threshold 
length for force development, and states that force is a linear function of suprathreshold 
length. In fact, however, muscle activation causes both a shift in the threshold length for 
force development and a change in the slope of the length-force curve. Such effects can be 
approximated by replacing (1) with a faster-than-linear function such as 
(7) 
Figure 14 shows operating characteristics of the FLETE model when equation (7) serves as 
the force development law. As can be seen in 14A and 14B, the key invariance property 
stated in equation ( 6) continues to hold. 
With equation (7), the magnitudes of the muscle force changes 6F1, 6Fz induced by a 
given angular change t:,O imposed on the limb by an external torque change 6Te depend on 
the states of activation of the muscles. In particular, the higher the activation, the steeper 
the decline in force by the muscle compressed by the external torque, and the steeper the 
growth of force by the muscle stretched by the external torque. Thus a given external 
torque meets greater resistance from a joint whose muscles are more highly activated if 
equation (7) describes the force development process. Figure 15 shows representative results 
of pertinent FLETE model simulations. With equation (7) serving as the force-development 
law, joint stiffness is an increasing function of co-activating signal P. For the simulation 
plotted, we reinstated the moment-arm effect and activated the stretch reflex with a low 
stretch-dependent feedback coefficient (Gp = 0.1; see Appendix A). We also started the 
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simulation with the joint 20 degrees flexed. As can be seen, there is an asymmetry in the 
response of the system to torques rotating the limb to more extreme vs. less extreme angles. 
This asymmetry is due to the spinal reflex's "ignorance" of the moment-arm effect. If this 
asymmetry is absent in vivo, it presumably indicates an additional compensation, e.g. via 
joint-receptors or cortically-mediated stretch reflexes. 
This demonstration completes our conceptual reconstruction of the peripheral neuro-
muscular system as a module that affords independent control of muscle length and joint 
stiffness. Table 1 summarizes the experimental evidence for all the cell types and connections 
(including sign) assumed in the model. 
12. Concluding remarks: Expanded treatment of dynamics. 
With the exception of the simulation summarized in Figure 13, this paper has focused on 
equilibrium states of the FLETE system for steady-state values of descending signals. A brief 
prior report (Bullock & Grossberg, 1992b) showed that the model's transient behavior during 
rapid shifts of A1 - A2 is also compatible with physiological observations. In particular, we 
showed that the FLETE circuit can generate a tri-phasic EMG burst pattern similar to those 
frequently observed in vivo (e.g. Lestienne, 1979). Because these burst patterns emerged 
in the model from the dynamics of the neuromuscular system in interaction with a load, 
our study proves that such patterns need not be pre-formed in the descending command. 
This demonstration is therefore pertinent to long-standing debates (Bullock & Grossberg, 
1988a; Feldman, 1986; Feldman, Adamovich, Ostry, & Flanagan, 1990) about whether such 
burst patterns have their ultimate origin in a central motor program or in a dynamical 
system governed by organism-environment interactions. We are now preparing a series of 
reports that treat the dynamics of FLETE modules in interaction with each other, multijoint 
limbs, and more central neural networks in a much more comprehensive way. In the first 
(Bullock, Contreras-Vidal & Grossberg, in preparation) we incorporate additional known 
descending pathways as well as the improved competence associated with distinct "static" 
and "dynamic" populations of 1-M N s and resultant distinct components of the spindle 
feedback signals. We also show that parameter ¢ (see Appendix A, equations All, A13-
A15) can be eliminated, while improving system performance, if the membrane equations 
are made more realistic by allowing negative potentials. The second report (Contreras-Vidal 
& Bullock, in preparation) will treat multi-joint dynamics, including mechanical, muscular, 
and neural cross-coupling. The third report (Bullock, Grossberg & Merrill, in preparation) 
shows how cerebellar learning provides feedforward control and improved timing of phasic 
inputs (to a-M N s) originally generated reactively at the periphery. 
Finally, all these projects make use of the VITE model (Bullock & Grossberg, 1988a; 
1991; Gaudiano & Grossberg, 1991) of the central neural network responsible for planned, 
variable speed shifts between initial and final values of the net positioning command A1-A2. 
In Bullock and Grossberg (1988a), we showed that this model was consistent with, and offered 
a partial explanation of, Fitts' famous speed-accuracy tradeoff function for point-to-point 
movements with strict spatial accuracy requirements. A forthcoming paper (Bullock and 
Ross, in preparation) extends the VITE model, in a way consistent with known cortical and 
basal-ganglia circuitry, to propose a possible neural basis for automatically adjusting a central 
movement-time control signal to expected movement distance, so as to assure a desired level 
of movement accuracy. Because such an adjustment compensates for distance-dependent 
error variability intrinsic to the VITE design, it would exemplify central pre-emptive com-
pensation similar to that seen in the peripheral circuitry studied in earlier sections of this 
paper. If the extended VITE model and the FLETE model both survive empirical test, 
they will buttress our initial claim that much of the structure of the neural networks used to 
realize movement plans can only be understood as adaptations that compensate for intrinsic 
sources of motor variability. 
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TABLE I. 
Evidence for connectivity and physiology incorporated in the FLETE model 
Connection Type 
1. excitatory 
a-MN; ->R; 
2. inhibitory 
R; _, a-MN; 
3. inhibitory 
R; _,JaiN; 
4. inhibitory 
R; _, 1-MN; 
5. inhibitory 
6. inhibitory 
Iai N; _,a-M Nj 
7. inhibitory 
I a! N; _, I ai N j 
8. excitatory 
I a; fiber --+I a IN; 
9. excitatory 
I a; fiber _,a-M N; 
10. inhibitory 
!biN;_, a-MN; 
11. excitatory 
IbiN;-+a-MNs 
12. inhibitory 
JbiN;_,fbiNj 
13. non-specific 
P _, spinal motor pools 
Citations 
Renshaw (1941; 1946) 
Eccles, Fatt & Koketsu (1954) 
Renshaw (1947) 
Eccles, Fatt & Koketsu (1954) 
Hultborn, Jankowska & 
Lindstrom (1971) 
Ellaway (1968) 
Ellaway & Murphy (1980) 
Ryall (1970) 
Ryall & Piercey (1971) 
Eccles & Lundberg (1958) 
Araki, Eccles & Ito (1960) 
Eccles & Lundberg (1957) 
Hultborn, Jankowska & Lindstrom (1971) 
Hultborn, Illert & Santini ( 1976) 
Baldiserra et al (1987) 
Hultborn, Jankowska, and Lindstrom (1971) 
Baldissera, Cavallari, Fournier, 
Pierrot-Deseilligny & Shindo (1987) 
Lloyd (1943) 
Laporte & Lloyd (1952) 
Eccles, Eccles & Lundberg (1957) 
Kirsch & Rymer (1987) 
Laporte & Lloyd (1952) 
Eccles, Eccles & Lundberg (1957) 
Laporte & Lloyd (1952) 
Eccles, Eccles & Lundberg (1957) 
Brink, Jankowska, McCrea & Skoog (1983) 
Humphrey & Reed (1983) 
DeLuca (1985) 
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APPENDIX A 
FLETE Model equations 
Force-length relationship: 
F; = k. g([L;- f; + C;]+) 
where 
i = (1,2) = (Agonist,Antagonist) 
k =0.5 
F;=force of muscle i 
L;=length of muscle i 
f; = 20.9=resting muscle length 
C;=contractile state of muscle i 
g(w) = w2 or g(w) = w 
Contraction rate: 
0 < ,B; < 1 
fp =1.0 
d dt C; = ,B;[(B;- C;)M;- 8C;]- [F;- r pj+ 
M;=agonist a-M N pool 
8 = 1=fiber relaxation rate 
B;=number of contractile fibers 
Origin-to-insertion muscle lengths: 
L1 = J(cos8)2 + (20- sin8)2 
Lz = J(cos8)2 + (20 + sin8)2 
8=joint angle 
Limb dynamics: 
or 
ft8=angular velocity 
lm=moment of inertia, which is proportional to mass 
n=viscosity coefficient 
Te =external torque 
T;=torque associated with muscle i 
T; = D;F; 
Moment-arm of force F; : 
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(A1) 
(A2) 
(A3) 
(A4) 
(A5) 
(A6) 
Contraction rate: 
Dl = r==2=0==;c= 
( sin0-20)
2 + 1 
cosO 
Dz = r==2;;;0===oc= 
( si~~!o20) 2 + 1 
/3; = 0.10 + 0.05(A; + P +X • E;) 
A;=present position command 
P=coactivation signal 
x=1 
E; =stretch feed back 
Number of contractile fibers: 
B; = 0.3 + 3.0(A; + P +X • E;) 
Renshaw population: 
>. = 5.0 
¢ = 0.2 
Alpha MN population: 
d dtR; = ¢(>.B;- R;)z;M;- R;(l + Rj) 
Zj = 0.2 + O.S(A; + P) 
(A7) 
(AS) 
(A9) 
(AlO) 
(All) 
(A12) 
d dtM; = ¢ [(>.B;- M;)(A; + P + xE;)]- M;(o; + flR; + pF; + !1) (Al3) 
fl = 1 
0 < 8; < 1 
p=1 
laiN population: 
d dtl; = ¢(10 -I;)(A; + P + xE;)- 1;(1 + flR; + 11) 
Static gamma MN: 
d diN;= ¢[(2- N;)(A; + P)]- N;(0.2 + v f(R;)) 
v = 0.3 
f(w) = o.r':;_w 
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(A14) 
(Al5) 
Intrafusal static gamma muscle contraction: 
(A16) 
Spindle organ response: 
d 
- W· = [U + L - f]+- W dt 1 1 1 1 1 (A17) 
Stretch feedback: 
E; = Gp * W; (A18) 
Gp=stretch gain 
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